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SUMMARY  

Groundwater is of fundamental importance in water resources planning. In Sweden 
the main source of drinking water is from groundwater.  In order to examine the main 
aspects of the groundwater related problems such as transport of contaminations we 
need groundwater models. The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management 
Company (SKB) has done detailed geotechnical investigations at two potential sites 
for a final nuclear waste deposition. In this master thesis report, the results from 
steady state,3D numerical modelling of groundwater in Quaternary deposits in one of 
these sites, Laxemar-Simpevarp is presented. 

 The study site covers a total area of 71    and is located in laxemar area. Laxemar is 
located in south-eastern Sweden, in eastern Småland inside the Oskarshamn 
municipality, approximately 320 km south of Stockholm, it extends some distance into 
the Baltic Sea from the eastern boundary. The numerical groundwater model GMS 
which is based on the MODFLOW model was used. Model uses finite difference 
method to solve the partial differential equation for the water movement with 
constant density through porous medium.  

The main objective were to predict the groundwater heads and flow directions and to 
find the optimal values for the hydraulic conductivity and recharge values for different 
soil types in the area by calibrating the model . 

In this study the conceptual modelling, approach is used. The two main steps were the 
creation of the GMS model and calibration using the measured water levels. GIS 
(Geographic Information System) was used to create top and bottom elevation of the 
5 defined layers by interpolating the GIS data. The model was calibrated using 
observation data in groundwater monitoring wells and the optimum values for 
recharge and hydraulic values were found. The numerical simulation was done for two 

different grid sizes (511×316   and 255×158   ) referred to coarse and fine grid 
model respectively. 

The results obtained from the model contain groundwater heads, velocity vectors, 
flow rates at the boundaries and internal source and sinks. Comparing the head values 
with the elevation in each cell, a general trend in which groundwater follows the 
topography is seen. In most cases the groundwater level is less than 1m below the 
ground surface. The velocity vectors show the direction of flow as expected from west 
to east towards the sea. Results also show that water flows mostly through the large 
and small valleys but not through the bedrock outcrops. The water balance in the 
multilayer model was satisfied in both grid sizes. 

The 3D groundwater model GMS was successfully applied to the large Laxemar 
Simpevarp region. The choice of grid size was studied and better agreements between 
observed and simulated groundwater heads were found in the finer grid model. Large 
simulation errors in some of the observation wells can indicate GMS model’s 
weakness in modelling thin soil layers and large variance in topography. The results 
from the present study can be later used for further studies such as particle tracking or 
contaminant transport modelling or for creating a local model in the area.  
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SUMMARY  IN SWEDISH 

Grundvatten är en av de viktigaste källorna till dricksvatten i Sverige. Grundvatten 
tidsvariationer och bestämning av flödesriktningen är av väsentlig betydelse för miljön, 
särskilt när det finns en risk för transport av föroreningar. Den Svenska 
Kärnbränslehantering AB (SKB) har gjort detaljerade geotekniska undersökningar vid 
två potentiella platser för en slutförvaring av kärnavfall. I denna rapport presenteras 
resultaten från en grundvattenmodellering i jordlagren i en av dessa platser. 

En stationär  tredimensionell grundvatten modell utvecklades för ett 71 km2 stort 
område i Laxemar-Simpevarp, 320 km söder om Stockholm nära kärnkraftverket 
Simpevarp. För detta ändamål tillämpades grundvatten modellen "Groundwater 
Modelling System" (GMS). Modellen använder finita differensmetoden att lösa den 
partiella differentialekvationen för vattnet rörelse med konstant densitet genom poröst 
medium. Huvudsyftet var att förutsäga grundvattnetsnivå och flödesriktningar, och att 
studera vattenbalansen. Metodiken var en konceptuell modell genom att skapa fem 
heterogen jord och berg lager. GIS (Geographic Information System) användes för att 
skapa övre och nedre elevationer  av varje jordlager  genom att interpolera GIS data. 
Modellen kalibrerades med hjälp av observationsdata i brunnar för övervakning av 
grundvattnet som innebär bestämningen av optimala värden för infiltration och 
hydrauliska värden. Den numeriska simuleringen utfördes för  två olika 
cellfördelningar med storlekar av 511 m× 316 m och 255m × 158m. Resultat från den 
flerskiktade modellen visade flöde mot havet och i de jordlagren, men inte i bergarter. 
Vattenbalansen i flerskiktade modellen var uppflyt  för  båda cellfördelningar. Den 
3D-grundvattenmodellen GMS tillämpades framgångsrikt på den stora Laxemar-
Simpevarp området. Valet av cellfördelningar studerades som visade  bättre 
överenskommelse  mellan observerade och simulerade grundvatten nivåer  för den  
finare cellfördelningen. Stora simulering fel i några av de observationsbrunnar kan 
indikera GMS modellens svaghet i modellering tunna jordlager med stora variationer i 
topografi. 
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proportional to the difference in head. 
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        ABSTRACT  

Groundwater is one of the main sources of drinking water in Sweden. Groundwater 
fluctuations and the detection of flow direction is of significant environmental 
importance especially when there is a risk for transport of contaminations. The 
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB) has done detailed 
geotechnical investigations at two potential sites for a final nuclear waste deposition. 
This report presents the results from groundwater modeling in quaternary deposits 
in one of these sites.  

A steady state three dimensional groundwater model was developed for a 71     
large area in the Laxemar-Simpevarp, 320 km south of Stockholm close to the 
nuclear power plant Simpevarp. For this purpose, the Groundwater Modelling 
System (GMS) was used. The model uses finite difference method to solve the 
partial differential equation for the water movement with constant density through 
porous medium. The main objectives were to predict the groundwater heads and the 
flow directions, and to study the water balance. A conceptual model approach was 
used by creating five heterogynous soil and rock layers. GIS (Geographic 
Information System) was used to create top and bottom elevation of the layers by 
interpolating the GIS data. The model was calibrated using observation data in 
groundwater monitoring wells and the optimum values for recharge and hydraulic 
values were found. The numerical simulation was done for two different grid sizes 

(511×316    and 255×158   ) referred to coarse and fine grid model respectively. 

Results from the multilayer model showed flow towards the sea and in the 
quaternary deposits but not in high elevated rocks. The water balance in the 
multilayer model was satisfied in both grid sizes. The 3D groundwater model GMS 
was successfully applied to the large Laxemar-Simpevarp region. The choice of grid 
size was studied and better agreements between observed and simulated 
groundwater heads were found in the finer grid model. Large simulation errors in 
some of the observation wells can indicate GMS model’s weakness in modelling thin 
soil layers and large variance in topography.  

 Key words: Groundwater, Modelling, GMS, MODFLOW, Quaternary         
deposits  

1.  INTRODUCTION  

Groundwater is of fundamental importance in water resources planning 
as it severs both as a storage and a release entity. Groundwater flow has 
many applications, among which are agricultural developments, domestic 
use such as supply of drinking water, irrigation, and a variety of water 
quality applications. Groundwater is normally extracted from aquifers 
that are coupled through complex processes to the ecosystem. The Land 
and Water Australia (2007) gives a comprehensive study on the impacts 
of groundwater activities and ecological response for several different 
sites. The report focus is on the baseflow ecosystem and it emphasizes 
that the probability of ecosystem breakdown must be fully addressed. 
The spreading of various types of pollutants is another significantly 
important environmental and ecological problem (e.g., Charbeneau 
2006).  The storage application concerns injection of water into aquifers 
for safekeeping the water and purification purposes.  It is instructive to 
know the percentage of the groundwater flow usage. An example is 
given by the U.S. Geological Survey's (USGS) 
(http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/wugw.html). Table 1 is a summary of the 
percentage of the firewater used in the US for the year 2005.  We note 
that the use of surface water is greater than groundwater with the 
exception of domestic, livestock, and mining usage.  

http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/wugw.html
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Table. 1 Groundwater withdrawal by category US, 2005. 
Usage Percentage 

Fresh groundw ater Surface w ater 

Public 33 67 

Domestic 98 2 

Irrigation 42 58 

Livestock 60 40 

Industrial 17 93 

Mining 63 37 

Thermoelectric 1 99 

 

 A major portion of the groundwater withdrawals concern the latter 
three cases. The percentages listed in table 1 are a function of local 
geographical, geotechnical, soil type, and hydrological parameters. Here, 
thedemographical factors put the main constraints of water demand and 
withdrawal. However, the table gives a good idea on the importance of 
the groundwater flow. There is also ample evidence on worldwide 
depilation of the groundwater levels Background. 
(http://www.climate.org/topics/water.html). 

Several important factors affect groundwater among which are the 
topography and its fractal structure. The latter is studied by Wörman et 
al (2007). Fractal topography causes the subsurface flow features such as 
recharge and discharge to become fractal. Unlike the flow through 
shallow subsurface, which have tendency to be controlled by small 
features, large-scale features control flow through deep subsurface. 

Wörman et al, 2007 introduces a new spectral technique for describing 
the topography in 2D. The method is linked to methods for three-
dimensional description in parts of Fennoscandian Shield, the North 
American continent and several small fluvial systems. Results from 2D 
spectral technique show that at each point the flow in subsurface is 
effected by the surface topography spectrum. Results from 3D spectral 
technique show that flow in deeper subsurface is not always controlled 
by local topography divides.  

A steady state model for flow in saturated-unsaturated soils was 
developed by Papacianak and Fredlund (1984). It describes the 
continuous flow between saturated and unsaturated soils. The flow is 
assumed to be two-dimensional and in the steady state conditions. The 
unsaturated zone is modeled by relating the coefficient of permeability to 
the pore-water pressure head. Computer finite element based, SEEP 
program is used to solve the nonlinear flow differential equation. For 
each element, the Galerkin weighed method is used to derive the flow 
equation. Comparison between obtained solutions and flow net solutions 
was done for several examples. The results obtained in this study 
contradict the idea of the zero pressure isobar always being the upper 
boundary for flow and therefore it is incorrect to assume that there is no 
flow across the phreatic line. Freezer (1971) arrived at the same 
conclusion. He also showed that it is not necessary to classify the flow 
into confined and unconfined types and that water flows continuously 
between the saturated and unsaturated zones. 

To deal with large-scale models, a general approach is developed by 
Orban et al (2005) for the Meuse Basin in Belgium. To decrease the 
number of unknowns the area was discretized in space. Collected data 
was processed using hydrogeological database (HYGES) and ARCGIS 
and transferred into GMS (Groundwater Modelling System).The Meuse 

http://www.climate.org/topics/water.html
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Basin is subdivide into 14 hydrogeological areas and depending on the 
available data and the surveys, different approaches of modeling are 
used. In order to minimize unknowns, minor factors of heterogeneity 
were neglected. Three types of internal boundary conditions were 
defined for each sub-domain depending on water exchange between 
them. Continuous piezometric level between two sub-domains was 
defined as Dirichlet boundary and noncontiguous pizometric level as 
Fourier boundary. No flow boundary was used as boundary condition 
for each sub-domain if there is no water exchange. The continuous space 
is transformed into a finite number of points and the head and 
groundwater flow concentration are obtained in that point. 

The results from the simulated piezometric levels from the model are 
satisfactory; however, the method is just tested in a small catchment and 
should be tested in an area with more hydro-geological conditions.  

Several groundwater modelling works have been done in the same area 
as the present study by group of researchers in SKB. Bosson and Sassner 
(2009), studied the near-surface groundwater flow and the relation 
between groundwater and surface water at the Laxemar site .The 
hydrological modeling system MIKE SHE was used for this purpose. 
The surface water system in Laxemar is described with the one-
dimensional “channel flow” modelling tool MIKE 11, which is 
integrated with MIKE SHE. The MIKE SHE model area has a size of 

34    . Model area outer boundaries are defined according to two 
existing river catchments, Laxemarån and Kärrviksån surface water 
divides respectively as south west and north natural boundary. Through 
the whole model area, the horizontal resolution of the calculation grid is 
40 m by 40 m. This resolution is assigned to all of the flow components 
in MIKE-SHE. 

The structure of the groundwater model in Quaternary deposits by 
Bosson and Sassner (2009), was built based on the regolith depth and 
stratigraphy model (RDM) developed by Nyman et al, 2008. To develop 
the RDM model Nyman used topographical Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM) and a map of Quaternary deposits. He used results from several 
refraction seismic and resistivity measurements mainly to estimate the 
total regolith depth and some other boreholes, stratigraphical 
observations and seismic and sediment measurements observation points 
for predicting the regolith stratigraphy. To deal with the lack of data nine 
sub-domains were defined based on the available information about 
Quaternary deposits distribution in the area. Measured depths together 
with the average regolith depth in each sub-domain were used and using 
interpolation the regolith depth in the area was derived. The six layers 
(Z1–Z6) were modeled in the same way. The numerical model was also 
developed based on the studies done in the area by Werner (2009) and 
Werner et al (2008), presented as a conceptual model. Werner gives a 
definition of surface hydrology and near-surface hydrogeology in 
Laxemar-Simpevarp. He provides the definition according to the 
evaluation of comprehensive data and supported the idea by water flow 
modeling. The conceptual and quantitative modeling he provided in the 
report leads to a better understanding of the hydrological and hydro-
geological driving forces and the overall water-flow patterns. 

1.1.  Solving groundwater problems 
To address the various aspects of groundwater, we need firstly to 
understand the physics of the problem and secondly to have appropriate 
and effective tools at our disposal. The groundwater flow physics is 
relatively simple if the Darcy’s equation is applicable. However, 
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groundwater modelling is a difficult task due to the complex 
topographical and geotechnical properties, the flow recharge rates and its 
infiltration distribution and rates into different zones of the soil, difficult 
boundary conditions, uncertainty of soil properties, the existence of 
many extraction wells, and spreading of pollutants. The combined effect 
of the foregoing aspects can only be modelled using numerical models. 
Analytical or simplified approaches can solve problems with much less 
complexity.  

Groundwater models are used:  

 To investigate groundwater system reaction to the external 
natural and manmade changes 

 To understand the hydro-geological system characteristics and 
the interrelationship with groundwater 

 To examine the main aspects of the groundwater related 
problems 

 To use the models as water management and planning tools for 
decision making 

1.2. Objectives 
In this master thesis report, the results from 3D numerical modelling of 
groundwater in Quaternary deposits in Laxemar-Simpevarp is presented. 
The numerical groundwater model GMS which is based on the 
MODFLOW model was used. The main objectives were: 

1. To predict the groundwater heads and flow directions and identify the 
main sources and sinks. 

2. To find the optimal values for the hydraulic conductivity and recharge 
values for different soil types in the area by calibrating the model using 
the measured groundwater levels in Quaternary deposit.  

3. To compare the results from present model using GMS with the 
previously applied MIKE SHE  model.  

The results from the present study can be later used for further studies 
such as particle tracking or contaminant transport modelling or for 
creating a local model in the area. 

2.  THE STUDY  SITE   

The study site covers a total area of 71     and is located in laxemar 
area. Laxemar is located in south-eastern Sweden, in eastern Småland 
inside the Oskarshamn municipality, approximately 320 km south of 

Stockholm. The site geo-referenced coordinates are E   34' -N57o 24'. 
The model includes a large area within the Laxemar-Simpevarp regional 
model and extends some distance into the Baltic Sea from the eastern 
boundary. Laxemar and Äspö local areas are also included in the 
model.The nuclear power plant site of Simpevarp is not included in the 
present model area. Figure 1, shows the model boundaries and the lakes 
existing in the region. 

2.1. Site Hydrology 
The site hydrology is described by Werner (2009). The topography of the 
Laxemar-Simpevarp area is characterized by significant variations in 
elevation (0 m to 50 m). Werner (2009) defines four hydro-geological 
units in the area. It is dominated by rocky high altitude areas, large and 
small valleys, glaciofluvial deposits or eskers and hummocky moraine 
areas existing mainly in the Baltic sea. The highest elevation in the area is 
about 50 m.a.s.l. The site-average annual precipitation and specific runoff 
are 600 mm and 165 mm, respectively. 
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The site incorporates two lakes, i.e., Lake Jämsen (0.24    ) and Lake 

Frisksjön (0.13    ) as shown in Figure 1. The two lakes are shallow 
with depths in the range 1-11 m and they are located above sea level. 
Wetlands exist in the area and cover approximately 3% of the catchment 
areas (Werner, 2009)). 

3.  DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL MODELS 

3.1.  General features 
The prediction of flow and contaminant transport patterns in a porous 
medium can be done by defining and solving the governing flow and 
transport equations that involve several different steps as illustrated in 
Figure 2. Here, the first step is the definition of a conceptual model that 
describes the different aspects of the problem and the characteristics of 
the domain in a simplified manner. The mathematical models are solved 
using different numerical approaches such as finite-difference and finite 
element. There are a number of different modelling tools or softwares, 
among which are MODFLOW (Modular three-dimensional finite-
difference ground-water FLOW) developed by USGS and FEMWATER 
(Three-Dimensional Finite Element Model of Water Flow)  which is a 
3D simulating density-dependent flow and transport in variably saturated 
media (Lin et al, 2007). A number of commercially available 
mathematical models are based on MODFLOW such as GMS 
(Groundwater Modelling System) originally developed by US Army 
Corps of Engineer, PMWIN (Processing MODFLOW), and Visual 
MODFLOW. 

In the present study the GMS-MODEFLOW model is used which is 
inclusive groundwater modelling software.  

Fig.1 Model location and boundaries, laxemar-Simpevarp area. 
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It provides tools for different steps that should be taken in a 
groundwater modelling process, such as site characterization, model 
development, manual and automatic calibration procedures, post-
processing, and visualization. GMS supports models such as 
MODFLOW 2000, 2005, and NT, MODPATH, MT3DMS/RT3D, 
SEAM3D, ART3D, UTCHEM, FEMWATER and SEEP2D which are 
finite-element or finite-difference models in 2D or 3D. User can select 
only the tools and models which are compatible with the groundwater 
model being solved. The strength of GMS lies within its powerful GIS 
preprocessing of a model and the possibility of an extensive combination 
of various sub-models. There are large ranges of useful packages such as 
river and lake, and drainage. The user can also control the solution 
method and procedures through a wide range of options. To construct a 
MODFLOW simulation in GMS two different approaches are possible 
i.e., the grid approach and the conceptual model approach. In grid 
approach, the 3D model grid is first created and then the sources/sinks 
and other model parameters are applied on a cell-by-cell basis. The 
conceptual model approach involves using the GIS tools to create a 
conceptual model of the site being modelled. The data are then copied to 
the grid. The conceptual model approach is more efficient than the grid 
approach which is only suitable for simple problems. The software 
accepts various input formats of raster images, ARGIS geodatabase, and 
shapefiles. There are several import options for borehole data and text 
formatted files. The details of the GMS software are available from the 
WEB page:  http://www.aquaveo.com/gms-intro. 

3.2.  Theoretical background  
The GMS-MODFLOW uses the MODFLOW model in three different 
versions of 2000, 2005, and NT. Here, a short account of the theoretical 
bases of the model is given.  

Fig. 2 Modelling steps. 
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MODFLOW is one of the most popular 3D groundwater models, which 
uses finite-difference method to simulate flow in porous medium. 
(McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988). It solves the partial differential 
equation for the water movement with constant density through porous 
medium i.e., Equation 1  
 

  
(   

  

  
) 

 

  
(   

  

  
) 

 

  
(   

  

  
)     

  

  
               (1) 

In which             are hydraulic conduictivties in XYZ directions 

(L/T), respectively;   is the potentiomertic head ( ),   is the volumetric 

flux per unit volume representing sources and/or sinks of water (    , 
SS is the specific storage of the porous material (   ); and t is time. 

Equation 1 applies to groundwater flows in a heterogeneous and 
anisotropic medium under non-equilibrium conditions. Equation 1 
cannot be solved analytically therefore one has to use numerical 
methods.  However, the solution to the equation requires information on 
the heads along the boundaries of the aquifer, and initial conditions. 

There are several different numerical methods available, among which 
are finite-difference and finite element methods.  

Finite-difference method is used in MODFLOW for deriving the 
solution to Equation 1.  

Figure 3 shows the 3D discritization of an aquifer within a grid with the 
cell locations defined in terms of rows (i), columns (j) and layers (k). K 
describes the elevation changes parallel to z axis and the layers numbers 
increase moving from top to bottom. According to the model 
conventions the rows and columns should be perpendicular to the k 
layers. To calculate the head and depending on the method to choose, a 
point in the centre or at the corner of each cell is used which is called 
“node”.  

To solve the groundwater flow (Equation 1), the mass balance must be 
satisfied, which implies that the total flow in and out of each cell should 
be equal to the storage within the cell. Equation (2) describes the mass 
balance in a cell. 

      
  

  
     (2) 

In which    is the flow rate into the cell (    ), SS (   ) is the specific 
storage and denotes the volume of water that can be injected per unit 
volume of aquifer material per unit change in head, 

   is the volume of the cell (  ), and    is the change in head over a 
time interval of    . 

The terms introducing outflow and storage loss are defined using 
negative values. 

Figure (4) shows six aquifer cells adjacent to cell      . Flows are 

considered positive if they are entering cell      ; Accordingly, flow into 
cell       in the row direction from cell         (Figure 5), is given by 
Darcy’s law according to equation(3) :  

 

                            
                 

       
      (3) 

In which,         is the head at node      , and          is the head at 

node          
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            is the volumetric flow rate through the face between cells     k 

and                ; 

KR           is the hydraulic conductivity along the row between 

nodes       and 

         (L   ); 

        is the area of the cell faces normal to the row direction; and 
        is the distance between nodes       and              

Equation (3) describes the flow for a one-dimensional steady-state case 

through a block of aquifer extending from node         to node       

with across-sectional area        .             is the conductivity of the 

material between nodes i,j,k and i,j,k-1 and is usually calculated as 
harmonic mean. (Collins, 1961) 

Fig. 3 A discretized hypothetical aquifer system.(McDonald and Harbaugh, 
1988) 
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To setup a complex groundwater model a large number of input 
variables are needed. These are: 

 The topographical and soil layering data 

 A set of known measured water levels 

 Data on soil and layering properties such as hydraulic 
conductivity, and porosity 

 Lake and river properties mainly the size, head, and hydraulic 
conductance  

The first group of data (Quaternary deposits) is essential for creating the 
model. The quaternary deposits data were available from the Regolith 
Depth and Stratigraphy Model RDM (Nyman et al, 2008). The RDM 
model has been developed using MIKE DHI Software. 

Fig. 4  
Indicies for 
the six 
adjacent 
cells 
surrounding 
cell i,j,k. 

(McDonald 
and 
Harbaugh, 

1988) 

 

Fig. 5 Flow 
into cell i,j,k 
from cell i,j-
1,k. 
(McDonald 
and 
Harbaugh, 
1988) 
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 Figure 6 shows the general view of the geological units in the 
Quaternary deposit. The RDM model consists of six layers Z1-Z6. The 
model has a resolution of 20×20 m2 and was built according to the 
general geological knowledge and the information available from the 
Laxemar-Simpevarp site. It works in a way that each layer represents the 
total depth of a specific geological unit with heterogeneous properties. 
The lower elevation of each layer is presented in terms of elevation 
above sea level. The bottom elevation of the last layer Z6, represents the 
bedrock topography. The figure shows the complicated geometry, as the 
layers are not continuously stretched through the whole model. Some 
layer are present in certain areas while absent in other areas. In the Baltic 
Sea or under the lakes or in general in large valleys there are more soil 
layers namely Z1, Z3, Z4, Z5 and Z6.  

Table 2 is the description of each layers soil type. 

The surface soil types where identified according to the Quaternary 
deposits map of the area available at the report by (Nyman et al,2008) and 
are shown in Figure7. Different soil types are classified into different 
colors. 

 

Table. 2 Discription of soil layers in RDM model.(Nyman et al,2008) 
Layer Description 

Z1 This layer represents the uppermost regolith and is present w ithin the entire area, 

except in areas covered by peat. On bedrock outcrops, Z1 is 0.1 m and in other 

areas 0.6 m. If the regolith depth is less than 0.6 m, Z1 w ill be the only layer. In the 
terrestrial areas, this layer is supposed to be affected by soil forming processes. 

Z2 This layer is present w here peat is shown on the QD map. 

 

Z3 The layer represents clay gyttja, gyttja or recent f luvial sediments. 

 

Z4 This layer represents postglacial coarse-grained sediments (mostly sand and 

gravel), artif icial f ill and glaciofluvial material. The glaciofluvial sediment and 
artif icial f ill rest directly upon the bedrock. The postglacial sand and gravel are 
alw ays underlain by glacial clay (Z5) and till (Z6). 

 

Z5 The layer represents glacial clay. Z5 is often overlain by postglacial sand/gravel 
(Z4). 

 

 

 

 

Z6 

This layer is present in the major part of the model area. The thickness of the 

layer is based on interpolation and has no maximum or minimum values. 

Thickness of Z6 is 0 m at bedrock outcrops, if  the total regolith depth is < 0.6 

m or if  the layers above are located directly on the bedrock surface. The low er 

limitation of Z6 represents the bedrock surface, i.e. the low er level of Z6 

represents a Digital Elevation Model of the bedrock surface. 

 

Fig. 6 Conceptual model for geometry of Quaternary deposits. (Nyman et al, 
2008) 
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Table 3 represents the soil classes and the layers of Quaternary deposits 
in them together with the approximate regolith depth in different classes. 

The maximum depth of regolith in the model is about 48 m. The average 
depth is 2.2 m when the bedrock outcrops are considered and 3.7 m 
when they are neglected.  

 

Table. 3 Z layers used for stratigraphy in different domains in QD map. 
(Nyman et al, 2008) 

 

Domain Deposit on the QD Map Stratigraphy from the 
ground surface  

Average total 
regolith depths (m) 

1 Bedrock outcrops w ith no or 
almost no regolith top 

Z1/Bedrock 0.1 

2 Till, shingle and boulders Z1/Z6/Bedrock 2.1 

3 Clay gyttja, gyttja and recent 
f luvial sediments 

Z1/Z3/Z4/Z5/Z6/Bedrock 5.7  (land) 

8.7  (sea) 

4 Peat shallow  Z2/Z6/Bedrock 3.0 

5 Peat deep Z2/Z3/Z4/Z5/Z6/Bedrock 6.6 

6 Glacial caly and postglacial 
sand/gravel 

Z1/Z4/Z5/Z6/Bedrock 4.1  (land) 

7.1  (sea) 

7 Glaciofluvial deposits, deep Z1/Z4/Bedrock 13.8 

8 Glaciofluvial deposits, shallow  Z1/Z4/Bedrock 4.1 

9 Artif icial f ill Z1/Z4/Bedrock 5 

 

Fig. 7 Quaternary deposit map with 9 soil categories.(Nyman et al, 2008) 
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Data used for the model calibration consists of several observation wells 
with measured groundwater head available in the SGU (Swedish 
Geological Survey) database. Figure 8, shows the location of these wells.
  

4.   METHOD 

In this study the conceptual modelling approach is used. The two main 
steps were the creation of the GMS model and calibration using the 
measured water levels. The former involved several steps as listed below: 

Importing ARCGIS data and converting to scatter data 

Defining the boundaries 

Creating the local source/sink coverage 

Creating lake coverage 

Defining hydraulic conductivity 

Creating the grid 

Interpolating layer elevation 

Converting the conceptual model 

Simulation 

4.1. Construction of the model 
To construct the model three different approaches were tested. One was 
based on the borehole data and creating cross sections, the other one 
was using TINs with horizons to create 3D finite element meshes. These 
two Methods could not be implemented successfully, first one because 
of the lack of data and the second one because of the very complex 

Fig. 8  Observation wells (P1-P11) location in the model area. 
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geology of the aquifer being modelled. Here the borehole method is 
summarized and the third and final selected method is described. 

4.1.1.Using borehole data 

The borehole module in GMS, could be used to create 3D cross sections 
between several boreholes. Cross sections will show the soil stratigraphy 
data from the available drilling boreholes. These cross sections were later 
converted to solids which were used to characterize elevation data for 
numerical model. 

The borehole method can give a more accurate model structure. In the 
present study, an attempt was made to use the “Quaternary deposit 
mapping and stratigraphy observations” data available from SKB to 
apply this method. However, the drilling boreholes available do not 
extend into the bedrock and thus could not map the entire depth of the 
Quaternary deposits. For this reason, the result obtained from this 
method did not give a realistic description of the model structure.  

4.1.2. Selected method 

The RDM model layers along with the DEM (Digital elevation model) 
for the topography of the top layer where used as inputs to the GMS 
model for constructing the geometric structure of the model. The data 
for each layer elevation were available in a GIS format, they were later 
converted to point data for using as 2D scatter points in GMS model. 
The Inverse distance weighted method was used for interpolation of the 
points for creating the surfaces for top and bottom elevations of each 
layer. Efforts was made to construct the layers in a way that they would 
be representative of the soil types and to be as close as possible to 
natural layering, however some simplifications were necessary. The total 
layers number were decreased from 6 to 5 layers and layer Z2 was 
omitted. The reduction was possible, as the top surface area is a wetland 
area that contains just few cells in the model grid. Figure 9 shows the 
final discretization of the soil types in this model, different geological 
regions (6 different coverages) were defined using arcs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Six domains used in the model construction.(refer to Table 4 for  
descriptions) 
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The hydraulic conductivities for different layers were set according to 
table 4, to these six different coverage. Recharge values were also 
assigned in a separate coverage with higher values assigned to 
glaciofluvial deposits (domain 6) and less values assigned to bedrock 
(domain 1). Calculation of recharge values are discussed in section 5.4. 
The values of hydraulic conductivities for each layer were based on the 
Werner et al, 2008. Their suggested values are based on field samples and 
several laboratory tests on the samples that were obtained from 
groundwater monitoring wells in the site. Table 5 shows the initial values 
assigned to each layers before calibration runs. Vertical anisotropy i.e. the 
ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivities were taken as 0.25 
which were applied to all the quaternary deposits (QD) types for entire  
model area. 

4.2.  Boundary conditions 
The definition of boundary conditions was based on Brunberg et al, 
2004 and Werner et al, 2008 results. They found the average range of 
groundwater levels to be 4.5m below the ground surface.  Thus, it could 
be assumed that the surface water and groundwater divides coincide for 
the flow in Quaternary deposits. Accordingly, two main streams in the 
area, namely Kärrviksån in the north and Laxemarån in the south and 
their catchments boundaries were used to define the northern, western 
and southern boundaries of the model. Figure 10 shows the final model 
boundaries. Western, Northen and Southern boundaries follow the 
defined catchments according to Werner et al, 2008. In the numerical 
model, these boundaries were defined as no flow boundary, while the 
eastern boundary was defined as specified head boundary having 
constant head equal to the average sea level, i.e., 0.2 m. Two additional 
small head boundaries at the east were defined at the entrance of the Sea 
into the modelling region. Lakes in the figure are the internal model 
boundaries. 

4.3. Model grid 
The model results were obtained by running the model with two 
different grid sizes to study the influence of the grid size on the results. 

 

Table. 4 Final stratigraphy layering in different domains. 
Domain Deposit on the QD Map Stratigraphy from the 

ground surface and 
downward 

1 Bedrock outcrops w ith no or almost no 
regolith on top 

Z1/Bedrock 

2 Till Z1/Z6/Bedrock 

3 Clay gyttja, gyttja and recent f luvial 
sediments 

Z1/Z3/Z4/Z5/Z6/Bedrock 

4 Peat Z1/Z3/Z4/Z5/Z6/Bedrock 

5 Glacial clay and postglacial sand/gravel Z1/Z4/Z5/Z6/Bedrock 

6 Glaciofluvial deposits shallow  and deep Z1/Z4/Bedrock 

 

Table. 5 Initial Hydraulic conductivity values. 
Layer K (m/s) 

Z1 4      

Z3 5      

Z4 1      

Z5 4      

Z6 4      
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The number of grid cells was 40×40 and 80×80, corresponding to 

511×316 and 255×158    resolution. Figure 11 and 13 show the two 
model grids in plan view, while Figure 12 and 14 show two vertical cross 
sections in two grids. The model consists of 5 geological layers which 
correspond to the model vertical layers. The top elevation was defined 
using the DEM (Digital elevation model) of the area with 20×20 m2 
resolution. Each layer bottom elevation was set from interpolation of 
elevation points from the RDM-model with 20×20 m2 resolution. Layer 
Z1 was used for interpolation of the model layer 1 bottom elevation in 
the whole area. The interpolation was done using scatter points created 
from DEM and feature files available in the dataset in GIS. To define the 
layers matching the actual data, a minimum layer thickness of 0.1m was 
assigned to the model. Consequently, in regions were one geological 
layer does not exist, a thin layer would not affect the flow patterns. To 
avoid the thin layers going dry, the wetting dry cell option was used. 
Layers 1 and 2 where defined as unconfined and layers 3, 4 and 5 as 
confined aquifers. 

4.4. Lakes  
Figure 10 shows the two lakes in the area, namely lake Jämsen and lake 
Frisksjön and also sea bays near the cost. These lakes were modelled 
using the GHB (General Head Package) in MODFLOW package. The 
GHB package requires two inputs, one is the head stage in the lake (h) 
and the other is conductance (C) values. MODFLOW keeps the lake 
stage fixed and computes the flow, which is required for keeping the 
head constant as the water passes through the lake bottom sediments.   

Fig. 10 Specified external and internal model Boundaries. 
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Fig. 11 Plan view, fine grid (255×158   ). 
 

Fig. 12 Vertical view, Section 1-1, fine grid (255×158   ). 
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Fig. 13 Plan view, coarse grid (511×316   ). 
 

Fig. 14 Vertical view, Section 2-2, coarse grid (511×316   ). 
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Figure 15 conceptualizes latter input. In GMS, conductance is defined as 
the rate at which a unit of sediments at the lake bottom can transmit 

water. C is given by,
M

KA
Ccell  , in which K is the hydraulic 

conductivity, A is the cell area, and M is the thickness or the leakage 
travelling distance. 

To calculate the conductance for the lakes in the model, the bottom 
sediment were considered as clay with K=1 × 10-7 m/s, the bottom 
sediment  thickness M was set to 2 meter for lake Jämsen and lake 
Frisksjön and 10 meter for sea bays accounting for deep clayey layer in 
the sea bottom. The cell area are calculated by model, therefore the 
conductance is the ratio of the hydraulic conductivity to the bottom 
thickness.  

If the lake stage is above the surrounding head, flow moves from the 
lake into the aquifer and vice versa.  

The flow is conceptualized in figure 16 and is calculated according to the 
Equation (4). 

                             (4) 

In which Q is the flow rate, Cgh is the lake conductance, Hsource is the lake 
head stage and Hijk is the groundwater head in the containing cell.  

Final calculated values for conductance were 5×     (     for both 

Jämsen and Frisksjön Lakes and 1×     for the sea bays. The values for 

Lake Bottom 

Sediments

M = Thickness

A = Cell Area

Flow Direction

Cell

Fig. 15 
Conductance 
in lakes. 

 

Q

Hijk

Hsource

Cgh

Fig.16 Flow from lake to the aquifer. 
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the lakes head stage were assigned according to the surface water 
measurement stations in these lakes available in SKB data set. For lake 
Jämsen h=25 m and for lake Frisksjön h=1.53, for the sea bays h=0.2 
which is equal to the Baltic Sea level. 

4.5. Groundwater recharge 
The created GMS model was surrounded by no flow boundaries at 3 
west, south, and north sides and open eastern head boundary at the 
Baltic Sea. Thus, the main source of water entering the model is from the 
top surface boundary condition, namely precipitation and recharge due 
to infiltration into the ground. The varying recharge rates were assigned 
to different soil types in agreement with the geological soil map. As 
mentioned in the site hydrology the average specific runoff in the area 
estimated to be 165 mm/yr. The percentage of the precipitation which 
converts directly to surface runoff is different in different soil types, the 
rest of water will infiltrate and add as recharge to the groundwater level. 
Table 6 is the result of the recharge calculations and input values to the 
model domains according to figure 9 and table 5 prior to calibration. The 
percentage of precipitation as runoff was estimated according to the fact 
that more water will be converted into surface runoff in more permeable 
soil types and vice versa. 

4.6. Model Calibration 
The calibration procedure could be done manually or automatically that 
uses an optimization schemes (PEST). It involves the adjustment of the 
input variables to find the closet agreement between the simulated and 
measured water heads. In the present study a threshold value for the 
head equal to 1.5 m was used. The simulated heads were considered 
acceptable if their difference with the measured head was equal or less 
than ± 1.5 m. The adjusted input variables were hydraulic conductivities 
and recharge rates. For the calibration purpose, 11 observation points 
with measured groundwater heads were available in SGU database.   

The initial simulated results showed too high groundwater heads, thus 
the calibration was started by first adjusting the recharge values. Table (8) 
shows the values used for calibration. The recharge values were changed 
in the predefined model domains during the calibration process. 

In the next step the hydraulic conductivity were adjusted to get a 
solution with the best agreement between the measured and simulated 
water head values (Table 9). No changes were made to the hydraulic 
conductivities in layers Z3 and Z5. This was because the soil type is clay 
that acts as an impermeable layer. Results from the Automated 
Parameter Estimation PEST, show that water balance is not satisfied in 
the flow budget which means that the method is failed, therefore manual 
calibration is considered for the final value selection. 

The sensitivity of calibration process, the Mean Error (ME) and Mean 
absolute Error (MAE) from model for each run has been compared and 
less MAE was considered the base to choose the best solution. 

   

Table. 6 Calculated recharge values in different model domains 
before calibration. 

Domain Infiltration percentage (%) Recharge(m/s) 

1 5% 2.6×      

2,3,4,5 20% 1×     

6 95% 5×     
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Table 9 shows the error in head versus simulations 1 to 5. The table 
shows that, there is no considerable change in the error by changing the 
hydraulic conductivity for layers Z1 and Z3. Whereas, model is more 
sensitive to change in K values for layer Z6.decreasing the hydraulic 
conductivity in layer Z6 by a factor of 10, increases the error 
significantly. The final analysis shows that the hydraulic conductivity in 
layer Z1 should be increased by 5 times the initial value while layer Z6 
should become 5 times more conductive to have the lowest Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE), (simulation 6). 

The error was calculated according to the following equations: 

Mean Error                     
 

 
                 (5) 

Mean absolute error        
 

 
                   (6) 

Where                 are the observed and simulated values, 
respectively. 

 

5.  RESULTS 

The results obtained from the model contain groundwater heads, 
velocity vectors, flow rates at the boundaries, internal source and sinks. 
Cross sections plots were also available. 

Figures 17 and figure 18 show the grid elevation and simulated head 
together with velocity vectors in layer 5, in fine grid. Comparing the head 
values with the elevation in each cell, a general trend in which 
groundwater follows the topography is seen. 

 

Table. 9 ME and MAE error for different runs during calibration. 
Run (ME) (MAE) 

1 -0.282 1.961 

2 -7.041 7.8 

3 -0.422 1.963 

4 -0.436 1.960 

5 -0.427 1.959 

6 -0.345 1.83 

 

Table. 7 Recharge calibration. 
Domain Recharge values (m/s) Recharge 

values 
selected(m/s) 

Initial Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 

1 2.6×      Initial/5 Initial/10 Initial/50 Initial/10 2.6×      

6 5×     Initial/5 Initial/5 Initial/10 Initial/10 5×      

2,3,4,5 1×     Initial/5 Initial/5 Initial/50 Initial/10 2×      

 
Table. 8 Hydraulic conductivity calibration.  
Layer K (m/s) K value 

selecte
d (m/s) 

Initial Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run5 Run6 Run7 PEST 

Z1 4×     - - `- Init/5 Init/5 Init/5 Init/5 - 8×     

Z4 5×     - - Init/5 - Init/5 - Init/5 0.0001 5×     

Z6 4×     Init*5 Init/10 - - - Init*5 Init*5 0.0001 8×     
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Fig. 18 Groundwater head and velocity vectors plan view, layer5, fine grid 

(255×158   ). 
 

.

.

.

.
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In most cases the groundwater level is less than 1m below the ground 
surface which makes the cells in the first layer to go dry. This result is in 
agreement with previous studies i.e. Werner (2009) which implies that 
the depth to the groundwater table in the QD is less than 1 m during 
50% of the time. There are also some flooded cells in the regions where 
we have lakes or wetlands. The velocity vectors show the direction of 
flow as expected from west to east towards the sea. It seems that the 
lakes close to the shorelines play a major role in directing the 
groundwater model flow to the east. The latter issue was further 
examined by changing the water level at the sea boundary and the heads 
in the lake. Lager differences in the simulated water heads were observed 
by changing the lakes water head. Comparing the velocity vectors with 
the geological soil map, it can also be seen that regions without 
groundwater flow correspond to bedrock in the map.  

5.1. Calibration results 
Figures 19 and 20 show the observed heads versus the simulated heads 
for the observation wells after calibration. It can be seen that some 
points are plotted near to the diagonal line which indicates a good 
agreement while some points are far from the diagonal line introducing 
high errors. Table 10 shows the Observed and simulated values together 
with the residuals for both grids. 

The accuracy of the simulations can also be studied by comparing the 
flow budget for different runs. Table 11 and 12 summarizes the flow 
balance across the boundaries and the three lakes.  It can be seen that the 
lake Jämsen is recharged by the aquifer. However, there is an outflow 
from lake Frisksjön into the aquifer. There is very little difference 
between the total inflow and the out flow, which confirms the model 
accuracy.  

6.  DISCUSSION  

The implication of the results 

The modelling results in Quaternary deposits show that water flows 
mostly through the large and small valleys but not through the bedrock 
outcrops. This could be due to the existence of very thin Quaternary 
deposit layer on top of the bedrock i.e., <10 cm in some parts. The 
groundwater heads are higher as we move from west to east.  

In the present model the steady condition is used in which the water 
levels are constant corresponding to the averaged values obtained from 
the water level time series. However, the flow state may be transient due 
to the variation of the water levels at the open boundaries and the lake 
levels. The latter can significantly change the flow state by a shift from 
recharge to source conditions or vice versa. Simulation results showed 
that Lake Jämsen acts as groundwater recharge while lake Frisksjön, and 
the near shore sea bays act as groundwater discharge sources. The 
considerable inflow and outflow from these lakes imply that it is 
necessary to include internal sources and sinks such as lakes in the 
model. The results obtained through the calibration process showed that 
the choice of hydraulic conductivities plays a major role for a successful 
modelling. The laboratory and field data of hydraulic conductivities may 
be erroneous and not reliable. This is because of the geological 
complexity of multi-layered soils that often do not have well defined 
thickness and properties. 

One layer may partly merge into a layer with completely different soil 
properties. The foregoing issues apply to the site of the present study.  
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Fig. 19 Simulated versus observed values after calibration, fine grid (255×158  ). 
 

Fig. 20 Simulated versus observed values after calibration, coarse grid (511×316  ). 
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Table. 10 Simulation residual in fine and coarse grid model. 
Observation 

point 
Observed 

(m) 

Simulated 

Fine grid 

(m) 

Residual 

(m) 

Simulated 

Course grid 

(m) 

Residual 

(m) 

P1 18.25 21.03 2.78 23.39 5.14 

P2 7.92 10.45 2.53 11.92 4 

P3 21 19.3 -1.69 14.39 -6.6 

P4 3.23 0.92 -2.3 1.06 -2.17 

P5 11.07 8.31 -2.75 7.41 -3.66 

P6 10.47 11.88 1.41 12.13 1.39 

P7 9.27 12.41 3.14 11.09 1.82 

P8 19.45 16.66 -2.78 20.09 3.35 

P9 19.34 24.58 5.24 18.52 -0.81 

P10 18.15 19.04 0.89 20.21 2.06 

P11 19.36 18.69 -0.66 20.48 1.12 

 

Table. 11 Inflow and outflow rates fine grid model. 
Boundary Inflow(      Out flow(      

Recharge 6.047×     - 

Eastern boundary - 3.44×     

Open boundaries in lake - 1.47×     

- 8.04×     

Lake Jamsen 2.6688×     - 

Lake Friskjon - 7.488×     

Near shore bays - 2.3944×     

∑ 3.2997×     3.2991×     

 

Table. 12 Inflow and outflow rates fine grid model. 
Boundary Inflow(      Out flow(      

Recharge 6.692×     - 

Eastern boundary - 3.29×     

Open boundaries in lake - 5.14×     

- 1.183×     

Lake Jamsen 2.98×     - 

Lake Friskjon - 8.49×     

Near shore bays - 3.3639×     

∑ 0.03651825 -0.03651822 

 

Consequently, it was hard to obtain an optimal calibrated model without 
having accurate and reliable field data. The other issue is the need for an 
adequate number of measurements wells that give a reasonable coverage 
for the model region. 

Model limitations 

The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in the calibrated fine grid model is 
1.83 m which is above the considered acceptable range. The 
disagreement can be related to number different issues, among which are 
the domain size and the characteristics of the topography. The relatively 
large modelling domain and the enormously varying topography can 
make the solution unstable. The other important aspect is that the range 
of acceptable error for simulated groundwater heads is not fixed and may 
vary from model to model. For example the acceptable range of error for 
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a flat area with a low gradient is much less than the same model in an 
area with large gradients in topography and complex geology (Bosson 
and Sassner, 2009). 

Also the bedrock outcrops in the region control the flow patterns in the 
Quaternary deposits. Bedrocks will not allow the flow to pass through 
the top soil, although water may be able to flow through fractures in the 
bedrock. This makes the groundwater modelling in the Quaternary 
deposits hard in the regions which are dominated by bedrock. Thus 
smaller modelling domains in such regions may be easier to simulate. 

It is also possible that the averaging of the water levels for different time 
steps decreases the accuracy of the model and thus may adversely affect 
the calibration process. 

The coarse grid may also cause the comparison of the measured and 
calibrated values hard, since the observations were done in a single point 
while in the calibration process the model uses the calculated value in the 
centre of the grid cell. Another issue is that in finer grid the features will 
be resolved more accurately for example lake Frisksjon is not recognized 
in the coarse grid since the lake is smaller than the cell dimensions. 
Improvement in the results was also achieved in this study by making the 
grid finer. Points such as P6 and P11 are within the acceptable range in 
both coarse and fine grid. Point P3 is in an acceptable range for fine grid 
model while the residual in coarse grid is too high. Making the grid finer 
also brings simulated head for P10 within the acceptable range. P1, P2, 
P5, and P8 have also less head residual compared to observed values in 
finer grid.  

Comparison with the previous works 

Previous studies in the Laxemar-Simpevarp area were done by the 
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management (SKB) using MIKE-SHE 

numerical model in a 34     area, shown in figure 21. 

The observation points used in SKB model are different from those used 
in the present study (GMS model). The GMS model contains a much 
larger region and the available observation points are scattered across the 
whole area. The SKB results show a better agreement with the observed 
heads than the present GMS model results. One possible explanation is 
the extensive simplifications that were made in creating the SKB model 
layers.SKB model was placed on weighting for the hydraulic 
conductivities and merging layers, which might not be realistic 
simplifications. Another reason could be the GMS model area being 
much larger which makes the geology more complex. Another issue is 
that the gradient in the topography will increase as the modelling domain 
grows larger and thus more difficult to model. 

Possible improvements 

Some model improvements might be possible according to analyzing the 
results. The improvements could be: 

 

 Decreasing the number of the layers and adjusting the layer 
thickness. In this way we can avoid very thin cells which can 
easily become dry and make the model unstable.  

 Large regional model can be later used for creating local refined 
models. 
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7.  CONCLUSION  

The following conclusions are reached by the application of the steady 
state 3D groundwater model GMS to the Laxemar-Simpevarp region.  

A state of art 3D groundwater model GMS was successfully applied to 
the large Laxemar-Simpevarp region.  

The application of GMS to a complex Quaternary depositary is a 
challenging task that requires some significant simplifications of both the 
topography and layering. 

The PEST calibration tool (a model-independent, non-linear parameter 
estimator) could not be applied to the present model due to the shortage 
of field data and the complex layering.  Instead the calibration was done 
manually adjusting the hydraulic conductivities and recharge values  

The choice of the grid size affects the modelling results. The model with 
coarse grid does not resolve some of the important features such as lakes 
which are smaller than the grid size. On the other hand, a finer grid will 
exaggerate the variation in the topography while interpolating the 
elevation values for creating the model layers. 

This study clearly indicated the need of accurate and reliable data for 
both creating and calibrating a groundwater model. It also recognizes 
some shortcomings in the GMS modelling tool. The model needs 
improvement for modelling the thin layers and a significantly varied 
topography. 

The PEST calibration tool appears to fail for complex regions. 

   Fig. 21 Area used in previous studies using MIKE-SHE.  
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